Fall is somehow a time for remembering.
I remember asking my dad what his favourite time of year was. His reply was, “The Fall.” In
my teenage brilliance I thought, “Fall? How can Fall be his favourite time of year?” Now Fall
is my favourite time of year. I was lucky. My dad and my mom loved me well regardless of my
exhibitions of teenage 'brilliance' or any other form of pretended brilliance I may have offered
them while I was growing up. At the time I didn’t realize how fortunate I was. As a
psychologist, I now know.
I am reminded, by the way, of a Mark Twain quote, “When I was a boy of 14, my father was so
ignorant I could hardly stand to have him around. But when I got to be 21, I was astonished by
how much the old man had learned in 7 years.”
Anyways. Fall is also a time for connecting the past with the present.
When I look at the children here at Pacific Gardens, what I see and greatly value
both as a psychologist and more importantly as a human being is that every child
here is very well loved by their parents and grandparents. Maybe in different ways
sometimes. But well loved all the same.
To be well loved. The most elemental and priceless of gifts. I am so grateful.

The Bloomin' News
Fall Equinox 2019

I am also grateful to those who contributed to this
newsletter: Ajax, Alea, Jean-Marie & James,
Jennifer & David, Jim & Judy S., Judy R., Julia,
K.J., Louise, Myriam, Mia, and the Vision
Workshop Steering Team. (If I forgot someone,
please feel free to throw a shoe at me. But no
boots!)
It's really great to have so many folks submit
materials, especially one of our Karate Kids..
Thanks a lot!

Jean-Marie Russell and James Chamberlain
Jean-Marie and James are excited to have joined the PG Community! During our working
lives we spent decades in Engineering, IT and Education in Vancouver. We are both very
recently retired.
Jean-Marie enjoys sports like snowboarding and scuba diving. After skiiing for 30 years, he
took up snowboarding two years ago and scuba diving in the past few months. He’s also
interested in learning how to kite
board. Jean-Marie has a « math brain » and loves figuring out
the physics of how things work. As a child, growing up in
Northern Quebec...... he loved to take things apart, figure out
how they worked and put them back together again. Jean-Marie
speaks both French and English.
James taught primary aged children for most of his career.
It was the Kindergarten to Grade 3 crowd. They were such a joy
to work, learn and play with! He also spent twenty five years
working on LGBTQ+, Anti-Racism and Poverty issues in education at the local and
provincial levels. James is a passionate social justice activist, cyclist and gardener. He wants
to learn how to play the ukulele and speak a new language. James grew up on a farm and
worked in agriculture before becoming a teacher and principal.
We are avid world travellers who love learning about other cultures and countries. We’ve just
returned from a summer in Europe. We are now looking forward to building relationships and
contributing to the PG community. Thanks so much for welcoming us as islanders!
James and Jean-Marie

David Pritchard and Jennifer Love are the
new owners of #208. They’re re-doing
flooring and doing some redecorating so
have not yet fully moved in.
Jennifer and David currently live on the Sunshine Coast where they owned and operated a small
marina/resort in Garden Bay, Pender Harbour for ten years. It was there, when considering
retirement, that they became interested in the idea of co-housing after seeing Harbourside
Cohousing in Sooke.. They explored the idea of a similar development in Pender Harbour but
canned it when they realized how long it could take and the financial risks involved - something
the founders of PG can relate to!
Jennifer grew up in Ottawa and completed a BA at Carleton University before travelling to
Australia for what turned out to be a 16 year stay. She returned to Canada, to Vancouver, in
1989. While much of her work subsequently was centred around books and publishing, she has
also been an artist and teacher for over 40 years. She studied textile arts at Capilano College in
North Vancouver and was a founding member of Foxglove Fibre Arts Studio/Gallery on Bowen
Island. She continues to offer workshops in surface design techniques at various venues, and
from her home studio in Gibsons, creates work that has been exhibited on the Sunshine Coast
and Vancouver, as well as for private commissions.
David was raised on a farm in southern England and after obtaining a degree in Agriculture
moved to Toronto where he worked on Bay Street and became a Chartered Accountant. Never
happy in the big city he soon took a job with a mining company and spent several years
working in Edmonton, Manitoba and Ontario before landing up in Vancouver in the 1980s.
Deciding to make the West Coast his home he was lucky to get in on the ground floor of the fast
growing BC high tech industry (notably MacDonald Dettwiler, and Creo Products). After
success in these companies and being a life-long sailor, he managed to persuade Jennifer to sell
everything and risk buying a crazy little run-down marina.
Between them they have a son in Toronto, a daughter in Mackenzie, BC, and a son and
daughter on Vancouver Island plus four grandchildren (ages 9,7,5,6) on the Island (hence their
special interest in buying a place in Nanaimo). They are sensitive to the fact that for the
immediate future they will only be part-time at PG, however fully realizing the essence of a
successful cohousing community, they are committed to participating in the life and activities of
the community as much as they can.

David and Jennifer

Artwork by Ajax!

Dear Corentin (Alias: Coco),
It was such a pleasure have you stay with us for a
couple of weeks. The place looks so much better
because of all of your hard work. There was
seemingly a constant smile on your face and you
brought a wonderful enthusiasm and for being here
and for life in general. It was amazing how
comfortable you were around so many people you
had never met before. Intelligent, thoughtful,
engaging, light-hearted, easy to get along with – all of
these words describe the impressions you have left us
with. Thanks a lot for choosing us as one of your
Wwoofer places to stay. You and your work here are
greatly appreciated. And you are always welcome
back, whether as a Wwoofer or simply to stay a while
and say hello.

Cher Corentin (alias Coco)
C'est avec un immense plaisir que nous t'avons
accueilli parmi nous pendant quelques semaines.
Notre lieu de vie est bien plus beau maintenant grâce
à tout le travail que tu as fourni. Ton visage semblait
toujours souriant et tu as contribué par ton
merveilleux enthousiasme pour ta présence ici et pour
la vie en général.
C'est incroyable à quel point tu étais confortable
autour de gens que tu n'avais jamais rencontré avant.
Intelligent, attentionné, engageant, au coeur léger,
facile à approcher - tous ces mots décrivent
l'impression que tu as laissé sur nous. Merci de nous
avoir choisi comme lieu de Wwoofing. Ta présence
ainsi que tout ton travail ont été
grandement appréciés. Et tu seras toujours le
bienvenue ici, comme Wwoofer ou simplement pour
venir nous rendre visite et rester un temps avec nous.
(thanks to Myriam for the translation)

Formal Consensus
CONFLICT: Formal consensus works best in an atmosphere on which conflict is
encouraged, supported, and resolved cooperatively with respect, nonviolence, and
creativity. Conflict is desirable. It is not something to be avoided , dismissed, or denied.
The CHALLENGE is the creation of an understanding in all who participate that
conflict, or differing opinions about proposals, is to be expected and acceptable. Do not
avoid or repress conflict. Create an environment in which disagreement can be
expressed without fear. Objections and criticisms can be heard not as attacks, not as
attempts to defeat a proposal, but as a concern which, when resolved, will make the
proposal stronger.
It requires tolerance and willingness to experiment. The VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
which form the basis for commitment to work together to resolve conflict need to be
clearly defined and accepted by all who are involved.
That is why our workshop “Mission and Values” on October 5 is so important for all of
us to attend.
Judy S.

Union Hall
We just want everyone to be aware of
a social corner of our property.
Some call it the "Union Hall".... the
Smoking Area on NW corner of the
Duck Pond. It's nothing special, just
a place to relax and enjoy friends'
company. A few people often show
up with a drink and the odd cigar (if
the wind is right) and share a story or
two. (gossip and bldg politics are
avoided). This has been a good place
for some of us to get to know each
other in a light atmosphere and we
encourage everyone to join in the
camaraderie & share a story if the
spirit so moves them.
Jim S.

Our Cohousing Crawl Adventure!
On Aug. 24th and 25th, Ajax, Alea, Brandon, Dan, Julia, Myriam, Yonas and myself went on a crawl of
four cohousing communities in the lower mainland - Quayside, Vancouver, Windsong, and Yarrow.
After two days of seeing how other cohousing communities work, we came home to Pacific Gardens
with these main takeways:
Most of the communities used a talk to your neighbour approach rather than having rules and regulations
They had a high degree of trust and a belief that people can work out conflicts
They posted their values – mission statements, agreements - prominently
They had many forms of internal communication – whiteboards, bulletin boards, open shelving with
individual cubbyholes for internal mail
None of them had doors on their kitchen cupboards, which made it easy to find stuff
They all had wooden dining room tables
Although they all had some sort of community contribution system, they did not expect everything to be
done by volunteers and either hired outside contractors or skilled people from within their community
You could put whatever you wanted outside your unit; if it bothered you, talk to your neighbour
Laundry was hung everywhere
You did not have to fill out a form to book a space or get insurance if you served liquor at a party in
common space
Noise in the dining room was a common problem
Quayside and Windsong charged fees for sales of units and used this income as well as that from space
rentals to fund special projects
Vancouver
Wooden tables in dining room with a design that made them easy to move and store
Were working to reduce noise-levels in dining room; put panels on ceiling
Had a large rooftop garden; used limited space effectively to provide gardens for everyone

Windsong
Pictures with clear instructions for operating dishwasher
Common area had stage, built-in AV equipment
Bicycle room had well-designed mounts that could be easily maneuvered
Had great playroom with swing, stuff to bounce on, with agreements developed by kids (“No swears, no
threats”)
Had two trampolines - and without nets!
continued next page

Yarrow
Located on 28 acres of agricultural land; beautiful setting in the Fraser Valley; so peaceful!
Attractively-designed, unique houses
Tectum panels in dining room ceiling reduced sound; very effective; cost $14,000
Developed own sewage filtration system, using series of ponds that relied on natural filtration
provided by vegetation
As well as learning about cohousing, we learned about each other.
We shared meals, life stories, and found we had a common perspective, despite the difference in
ages (four to 72) and experiences. Thanks, Yonas, for organizing this fabulous trip!
K.J.

Quotes From Cohousing: On Creating and Living
in a Multi-Generational Community
by Cheryl Gladu
A goal for many communities... is to welcome a diverse group of people from multiple generations.
...if people want to have an inter-generational community, a lot of attention needs to be paid to the
issue of life stages and phases. How it’s different for a single person, how it’s different for families
with, especially, small children, how it’s different for people who are ageing in place. Each of those
three groups are rather different, and this affects not only what they need, but it also affects what they
are able and willing to contribute to the community.
It turns out, that while young families are made up of young, often energetic people, they are also people
that are very taxed for time.
It’s no secret that in North America, ours is not a culture that always values our elders. However, I can say
with some confidence that many cohousing communities in Canada would not function with out them.
While the community may decide to develop guidelines around participation, you might find that policing
these guidelines isn’t always a fruitful exercise as peoples lives are constantly changing.
It’s not uncommon for working parents to have a hard time committing to regular, on-going community
work.... A number of participants in my research mentioned that sporadic work events or short term
projects can be a good way to involve members of the community who are juggling work and family
within the community.
As children get older they can also participate in some of the work that is needed to keep their
community vibrant and safe.
One community member described invisible work as the mycelium that feeds and supports the
community. It’s underground, it builds resiliency, and it’s about connections.... Recognising that people
at different stages of their lives can and will contribute in different ways ― not only in terms of time ―
but in terms of the nature of contribution is an important means to adjusting your expectations of how a
community functions. It’s not all cooking, roof repair, and ditch digging. It’s also reaching out, listening
and connecting.
...different parenting styles can be a particular stress point among young families. Parents can learn to
support and work out any potential issues related to children without needing to implicate the wider
community in all of these decisions. Moreover, a lot of elders in communities have already raised their
kids, and may not be looking to relive this experience in a time with different expectations around
parenting.
As I’ve mentioned in a previous essay, personal growth
is a big part of living in community . You’ll note that
most of the above really has more to do with selfreflection than anything else in particular. Learning to
better understand and appreciate the differences between
people at different stages of their lives is something that
happens internally after taking the time to challenge your
own assumptions. This can be facilitated by group
discussion and dialogue , but at the end of the day, this
requires something of a shift in perspective within
community members.

Wetlands Care Workshop
Pacific Gardens will be hosting a Wetland Care Workshop here Nov. 16.
This workshop will involve talks from several professionals who will
explain the importance of wetlands like our "Duck Pond" to our way of
life and address how to keep them healthy. The second half of the day
will involve volunteer planting project on our pond, supervised by NALT
(Nanaimo Area Land trust). We're hoping that some residents will plan to
pitch in (planting and providing lunch) - please mark your calendar if you
would like to help out. The shrubs and plants for this Project are being
provided by grant money which we received from the Regional District.
Jim S.
from GGL

Study Group 1
Jim has enrolled in Chuck Durrett’s ten-week webinar training entitled “Study Group 1.” Online
classes will be held on Wednesdays from 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. PST, from October 2nd through
December 4th.
This is considered foundational education for anyone who is contemplating living in cohousing. Many
forming cohousing communities take it, but it’s valuable for established communities too.
Having taken this course with his previous, forming cohousing community in Smithers, Jim
recommended it to us. This go-round will be different, in that it will qualify him to deliver the course,
not merely be a participant in it.
Yonas also has taken Study Group 1, and has led it too. The plan is that Yonas and Jim will collaborate
to teach this material to the rest of us early next year.
Other community members are welcome to audit the webinars alongside Jim. James and Judy R
already have indicated they would like to do that. If you would like to join them, please let Jim know.
Another option is to audit only the sessions that interest us most. As the weekly training sessions
approach, Jim will let the community know the topics so that we can choose.
Thank you, Jim, for being the catalyst for this initiative. We look forward to leveraging Study Group 1
to build our community’s effectiveness.
Julia - Education and Training Liaison

Breathing new life into our Vision and Mission
What sort of Christmas decorations should we have? Should we allow plastic decorations? Should we
allow Christmas decorations at all?
Those questions were asked tongue-in-cheek. The slightly silly example illustrates a larger point. That
is that we often run into questions with multiple answers, and it’s challenging to know the right course
of action.
More often than not, there is no one right answer. But, if we were clearer about our community’s
Vision and Mission, there would be choices that were in alignment with them and choices that were
not. Having a clearly articulated Vision and Mission would provide us with a compass point, a way of
knowing what fits for our community.
Though we do have Mission and Vision Statements, they now are old, gathering dust, and rusty in our
memories. And we find ourselves asking what they actually mean and if they’re relevant any more.
In the last year or more, it repeatedly has come up in meetings and in conversations that we need to
refresh our Vision and Mission Statements. We need to go back to square one and clearly identify what
we as a community are about, why we’re here, what we want to accomplish by being here.
We acknowledged our need for education and training when we set our budget for this fiscal year.
Compared with the very lean budgets we previously had allowed for education and training, this time
we were more generous. This now is enabling us to undertake more meaningful education and training.
The budget has allowed us to hire professional assistance with the revitalization of our Vision and
Mission. The Coordinating Committee has hired two excellent local facilitators, Jeanie Paterson and
Cheryl Rikley, to lead us in two visioning workshops on two Saturday afternoons in October. The dates
are Saturday, Oct. 5thand Saturday, Oct. 19th, at 1 pm.
We would love for as many community members as possible to participate. To support that outcome,
the Young at Heart Committee is arranging childcare.
We anticipate that Jeanie and Cheryl will design a workshop that is both deep and fun. It will deal with
some serious stuff – our dreams, hopes and needs – and yet there will be playful elements too.
Vision Workshop Steering Team

it was about spirituality, about love,
about sharing, abouth helping each
other, living in peace and harmony
Richie Havens

it really changed
my life.
Edgar Winter

what we have in mind is breakfast in bed for four
hundred thousand
Wavy Gravy
lie wow, these people are
really beautiful, the cops, the
storekeepers, the army,
everybody
Laura Glazer, 18 year old
attendee
a half a million young people can get together and
have three days of fun and music, and have nothing
but fun and music, and I God bless you for it.
Max Yasgur
hey, I'm a product of the 60's. what can I say?
your intrepid editor...

Upcoming Events
Sat, Oct 5th
Mon, Oct 7th

afternoon

First Visioning Workshop with external facilitators

evening

Community Meeting

Mon, Oct 14th
Sat, Oct 19th

Thanksgiving
Second Visioning Workshop with external facilitators

Thu, Oct 31st
Sun, Nov 3rd

Halloween

Mon, Nov 4th evening
Mon, Nov 11th

Community Meeting

Sat, Nov 16th

Wetland Workshop – lecture in the morning, planting around
the pond in the afternoon

Mon, Dec 2nd evening
Fri, Dec 6th
evening
Tue, Dec 10th evening

Community Meeting

Daylight Savings Time ends
Remembrance Day

Christmas Tree Decorating
AVIVA Choir’s Christmas Concert with Santa
Judy R.

Thus have I heard...
It is Autumn, and this will be the final installment from “The Fourfold Way: Walking the Paths of
the Warrior, Teacher, Healer, and Visionary.” It is Autumn, and according to Dr. Arrien's research, it
is the time for considering, nurturing and fulfilling our capacities of being a Teacher.
While I find Dr. Arrien's teaching to be alive, to move with me as I follow the path of my life, often
into unknown territory, I also find myself often struggling to put them into practice. Just sayin'.
Season
Direction
Human Resource
Meditation Posture
Way of Living
Four-Fold Way
Archetype

Autumn
West
Wisdom
Sitting
Right timing
Be open to outcome, not
attached to outcome
The Teacher

Trust is a foundational aspect of the archetypal Teacher. It is the flower pot in which the seeds of
wisdom germinate, sprout, and grow. The branches of the flower are clarity, objectivity,
discernment, and detachment. A blossoming is being open to options.
Perhaps a difficult aspect of trust is being comfortable with uncertainty, with not knowing, with
time spent lost in the mythic dark forest or misty marsh. During times of not knowing, the
shamanic cultures urge us to wait and to trust.
Easier said than done sometimes. During these times Trickster archetype, often depicted as Coyote
in First Nations lore, can mess with our minds. Our attachments, identifications, and habitual
patterns are reflected back to us, often in technicolour and surround sound.
We find ourselves suddenly faced with a surprise event, maybe good, maybe
not so good – the Trickster's way of waking us up from our tendencies toward
'automatic pilot.'
The opposite of trusting in the unexpected is striving for control. Our fixed
perspectives or places of positionality and attachments (specific, immovable
expectations projected upon people and situations) get challenged, become
rigid, and we lose our objectivity; sometimes a little, sometimes a lot. We
then seek control over the ensuing mayhem. Lost is any sense of trust in the
unexpected.
As such, detachment is the lesson that the Trickster is trying to teach. Dr. Arrien clarifies that
detachment is not antipathy. It is the capacity to “care deeply from an objective place.” Sure signs
of our attachments are those places where we lose our sense of humour, where we can't gently smile
at circumstance or the person who is challenging the ideas and places we hold ot so dearly. When
we can chuckle at our own foibles we loosen things up inside, we become more flexible, more
open.

We can with gentle honesty observe our reactions to situations and not get pulled into the surrounding
dramas. We still care, but from a place of overarching objectivity.
In addition to our attachments, some of the Trickster's favourite targets are: loss of turf, loss of structure,
and again, loss of control
Silence
Dr. Arrien calls silence a healing salve. Inner guidance and transpersonal experiences emerge in this
sweet territory of silence or solitude. Silence and solitude open us to ways to negotiate the challenges to
our entrenched attachments and perspectives, to facilitate change the nature metaphor of the rooted tree
by the flowing river is invoked. This image describes the balancing of quietude and activity, of stillness
and movement. It's not about just “don't just sit there. Do something.” It's also also integrating the
capacity for, “Don't just do something. Sit there.”
Sitting Meditation
In many traditions, the universal posture to accessing wisdom is sitting meditation. This posture is
receptive and cultivates the perspective of the 'fair witness.' We therefore become open to insights that
can emerge either from internal or external sources. We learn to become objective not only to external
stimuli but also our own internal processes. We can, “...learn to wait, listen, and observe.”
The Shadow Aspects of the Teacher Archetype
In addition to our attachments and the ensuing attempts at control are indications are patterns of
positionality and judgment. Again, the capacity to become with gentle honesty a fair witness is
important to holding in an open palm both the overexpressed and underdeveloped aspects of our
personalities. This includes appreciating our owns sense of self-worth at least equally with our sense of
the self-critic.
Our places of positionality, judgment, and control are generally fear based. When we find ourselves in
the throes of the mental states, sometimes we just need to pull ourselve over to the side and remember
that we are up to the task, that we have the wisdom and where-with-all to to engage wisely with
whatever the trigger is. We can replace criticism with constructive problem solving, our judgment with
compassion. We can infuse our acknowledgment for what is not working with an appreciation for what
is working.
Fear is scary, yes? Duh. And the red flag of fear can be very important to our survival. But there can
be times when our radar to danger is be too sensitive, and misinterpret something as dangerous that,
ofter some consideration and discernment is simply seeking our attention and consideration. The
opposite to fixed positionality is flexibility. The opposite of control is trust.

all my relations

Dr. Angeles Arrien

